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Now that you have an excellent product to promote, enticing customers to buy is the next step. The variety of campaign options is endless. Offers Bill Me Later – Try before you buy, Free Gift and Sliding Scale Discount are just a few of the usual sales promotional campaigns you have to choose from. You can also
combine two or more different types of offers to create your own special one-type sales advertising. Sometimes it can be a hard brain battle. To help get creative juices flowing, check out 10 effective ways to promote the next sale. Offer Bill Me Later – Try before you buy. Neither you nor the customer loses such a
promotion. Give the customer one to two weeks to test the product. Invoice to customer only if the product is not returned before the end of the trial period. Offer a Free Gift. Send a promotional gift along with the order as a commitment to buy with seducing. Give the customer the opportunity to return the product within
the specified time frame and keep the free gift. Offer a sliding scale discount of two to 10 percent. This incentive encourages customers to buy more to get a higher discount. Offer to double your money back guarantee. This type of promotion allows potential customers to know that you stand behind your product 200
percent. Offer add-on sales promotion. The main product is sold at the normal price, and the additional product is heavily discounted. For example, the offer may indicate that buyers can buy a bike at a normal price and get a helmet for a fraction of the price or only $10 more. Offer promotion of the Charity Pledge. Donate
a percentage of the sale to a charity of your choice. Suggest trade-in. Give customers a discount on a newer product when they trade their older product toward updating. Offer Free delivery upgrade. Give customers the opportunity to get their product faster without paying more. Offer promotion of short-term introductory
sales. This offer works best with monthly subscription products, such as magazines or other similar recurring apps. It's a bit like bill me later- Try Before You Buy. The difference is that the Short-term introductory offer gives the potential customer a longer period of time to review the product; for example, 3 months. Offer
Lifetime Guarantee. This offer is similar to the quality-based Double Your Money Back Guarantee offer because it conveys to a potential customer your desire to stand by your products over time. Tips Set an expiration date when advertising sales. For example, specify something similar to the Quote valid until December
31, 2011 or another specified date. You'll encourage a faster response by limiting the running time of the promotion. This strategy can also help to assess the effectiveness of within a specified period. Warnings If you decide to offer a Double Money Back Guarantee or a Lifetime Guarantee make sure you can financially
back up. You may want to make a suggestion condition for it to be valid. Some examples are if the logo is still visible on the product or if it has no rusting signs. Review the laws of truth in advertising before you run the ad. October 26, 2015 5 min.5 reading This story originally appeared on PR Newswire's Small Business
PR Toolkit When you've written and published your book, you're arguably looking for the most cost-effective ways to promote it. In addition to free publicity, if you want to effectively reach a large target audience, consider conducting a webina seminar. What is a webinar? An online webinar is an online interactive meeting
in which an author can educate, showcase, entertain and sell his book to an audience of his potential readers. It can be stored at any time of the day, either directly or recorded. Doing webinars is a way to reach much larger audiences – often thousands – without leaving home or office and at a hotel price of less than one
night, says Bill Harrison, co-founder of AuthorSuccess.com. Many author bookstore signings promote your books, but it can be expensive to travel and if you're a celebrity, you're lucky enough for 15 or 20 people to appear. JJ Virgin used an online broadcast to hit the New York Times best seller list in one of the most
competitive markets - health and nutrition, says Mike Koenigs, #1 Bestselling Author and Serial Entrepreneur. Koenigs encourages the author to write your book from the broadcast, because it's perhaps the most cost-effective way to easily capture your knowledge. Author media coach Jess Todtfeld, president of Success
Media, uses workshops to build relationships and rapport. The advantage is that they see and experience who I am, and at the same time get something valuable, says Todtfeld. I have conducted many workshops with authors and they are especially useful in keeping your network warm and staying on the radar. Then I
rewroped the post and created content that I can repack and offer to my audience. One book marketing pro I know has been conducting at least two workshops a month for more than four years. Brian Jud, executive director of the Publishers Association of Special Sales, and author of How to Make Real Money Selling
Books, uses webinars for several reasons. First, it keeps my name in front of the target audience on a regular basis. And scheduling speakers for my workshops, many of which are authors, gives me access to people who might otherwise not accept my invitation. In addition, listening to experts in various book publishing
topics, I will learn something from each webinar. Finally, preparing for webinars in which I am a speaker forces me to update my material and strengthen my reputation as a knowledgeable non-bookstore marketing expert. Brian conducted a workshop with me a few months about how to name a book and a transcription
of the record I created for transcription articles and found a lot of new material that came out during the interview process. The best part is that I was able to transfer my experience to my contact list. How's that? Before webinar Brian emailed out to his list of several thousand authors and publishers telling them about his
upcoming webinar. Some of these people signed up for webinar and others just read that email that it served as a form of advertising for my book advertising services. Tapping into someone's contact list is one of the biggest advantages of using a webinar. No one can know anyone and the workshop offers approval,
basically, from the person conducting the workshop. The purpose of your webinar series is not only to promote book sales, although it will still be, says Gihan Perera, There's a I in Team and the author of eleven other books. It's also continuing to position yourself as an expert, and stay in front of your target market mind
that when they are willing to buy what you have to sell, you will be their first choice. What's the next step? Studies that conduct workshops in the genre of your book or something that covers your topic, if it's like a business topic. Go to Twitter and Google and search for the term webinar + YOUR TOPIC to find them. Sign
up for some webinars as a participant and listen to you to see how they work. For author-related workshops, check the Writers Digest website. Contact the hosts who you would like to talk to and ask if they would like to interview you. Then, when you're ready to host your webinar, check webinar providers such as
GoToWebinar, GoToMeeting, and WebEx.The bottom line: Put webins in your book marketing mix. Using a cost-effective webinars is an easy-to-use promotional tactic to reach most people of a similar mind at once. Do it today! Written by Scott Lorenz, Westwind Communications Book Marketing on Amazon contains
340,737 book titles that contain word sales and 48,427, which contains word sales. Since you're probably not going to read all 389,164 of them, I thought it might be helpful to set ten that should be in every business library. Here they are: One of the biggest mistakes in the business world is assuming that all companies
are similar and therefore should be coming up as well. In this instant classic, Jill Konrath explains how to manage the often Byzantine policies of large companies to help them make smart decisions. Before this book, many in the business world believed that a good seller could sell everything to everyone. Author Jeff
Thull, however, sets out a step-by-step process by which the seller can help customers explain their needs, understand their alternatives, and make the internal changes needed to buy a solution that will change their entire business. Sale more that only strategy and policy - it is a practical application in the context of the
psychology business. In this seminal seminal Tracy sets out internal motivations for both buyers and sellers by explaining how they interact to create opportunities for both parties. Insightful and essential. This is the main job of understanding how a company's sales strategy - and the execution of that strategy - can make
or break a business model. Authors Robert Miller and Stephen Heiman (along with their amanuensis Tad Tuleja) detail best practices in successful companies, showing how and why their strategies worked. In this quick read, author Linda Richardson covers a very simple and simple fashion throughout the sales cycle. It
simplifies this where other sales books are complicated, so it's clear that there's no reason that any reasonable person can't move the sale forward. It is perfect for both entrepreneurs and professional sellers. It's hard to overstate the huge influence Tom Hopkins has had on the sales world. He first acknowledged that
what is now considered normal: that selling is primarily a process of managing its fears and focusing on what the customer needs. In addition to being an innovative business book (see the 10 most influential business books), Og Mandino's classic helps the reader discover positive why for a sale, reframing the sales act
from someone who manipulates to help other people achieve their dreams. There is a reason why Zig Ziglar's death last November generated tributes from almost every corner of the business world. It was said that all successful people stand on the shoulders of the giant. In the world of sales, Zig was a major giant, a
pioneer who laid out the basic principles on which all sales techniques and training are based. I like to think of Jeff Gitomer as Seth Godin in the sales world. Jeff has distilled complex business issues to knack up their substance, and then explain how to accurately utilize this essence to make himself more successful.
Note: This book was tied for second place with Gitomer's other classic works, The Sales Bible.Finally, this is a book that has become a sales outlet from art to science. While other sales books are tough with jokes and assumptions, Neil Rackham examined the hard evidence of actual sales results and codified what
works and what is not real-world sales situations. I must read to everyone who sells. How is this report? If so, sign up for a free source newsletter. News.
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